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Learner Differences –

An Overview



An experiment…



Everyone’s DifFerEnt



Visual

Auditory

Kinaesthetic



American developmental 

psychologist at the Harvard 

Graduate School of Education at 

Harvard University.

Howard Gardner



Left brain  Right brain

LEFT BRAIN

Structured

Problem solving

Logical

Likes rules

Likes systems

RIGHT BRAIN

Creative 

Artistic

Interactive

Dislikes rules

Dislikes systems



More differences…

▪ degrees and type of motivation

▪ introvert / extrovert

▪ tolerance of ambiguity

▪ degrees of sociability

▪ learner difficulties (dyslexia, etc)… 



Conclusion:

Aim to please all of the learners some of 

the time if not all of the learners all of 

the time. 



Vary the sensory input



SpeakOut Intermediate



SpeakOut Intermediate

Viewing Task             

– No Sound

How does Mel feel about 

the upcoming wedding?

What is the relationship 

between Howard and the 

woman in the office?

Why does she cry when 

she sees the wedding 

ring?



Mixed abilities

Motivation Realism

Visual

The Power of Video



Vary the interaction –

encourage 

collaboration



Reading comprehension – the traditional way?





Wider World NL 2



Developing the reading skill through 

collaboration and peer support

Wider World NL 2



If I encourage my students to collaborate on 

tasks, 

they will learn from each other.

If they learn from each other,

The outcome of the activity will be 

improved.

If the outcome of the activity is improved…



Vary the Responses



For you, which are the easiest to answer?

Which are the most interesting?

What do you think is 

the most effective way 

of learning a language?

What is the best film 

that was ever made? 

Will electric cars solve 

global warming? 

What time does this 

workshop finish?

What’s 3002x7.8+832-

83.9/12.6?

What’s the capital city 

of Malaysia? 

When was the Eiffel 

Tower built?

Which will be the next 

country to leave the 

EU? 



Open tasks Closed tasks

What do you think is 

the most effective way 

of learning a language?

What is the best film 

that was ever made? 

Will electric cars solve 

global warming? 

What time does this 

workshop finish?

What’s 3002x7.8+832-

83.9/12.6?

What’s the capital city 

of Malaysia? 

When was the Eiffel 

Tower built?

Which will be the next 

country to leave the 

EU? 



Wider World NL 2

Speak Out Intermediate



Flip the classroom



The traditional classroom

Check homework

Teacher presents language

Students take notes

Students practice meaning, 

form, pronunciation

Students do homework to 

reinforce MFP

… and some of its 

associated problems:

Some students haven’t brought 

homework

Pace of presentation dictated by 

the teacher

Some students assimilate 

information more quickly and 

more effectively than others

Lack of time to put the language 

into practice



A flipped classroom



What is a flipped classroom?

Flipped classroom is an instructional methodology 

and a type of blended learning that delivers 

instructional content, often online, outside of the 

classroom and moves activities, including those that 

may have traditionally been considered homework, 

into the classroom. In a flipped classroom model, 

students watch online lectures, collaborate in online 

discussions, or carry out research at home and 

engage in concepts in the classroom with the 

guidance of the instructor.

Wikiepedia.com



Traditional versus Flipped

Traditional

Check homework

Teacher presents language

Students take notes

Students practise meaning, form, 

pronunciation

Students do homework to reinforce 

MFP

Teacher is the 

‘sage on the stage’

Flipped

Students study and practise M,F,P 

at home under no pressure

Students have plenty of time to 

practise language sociably in 

class using collaboration and 

personalisation

Students receive support and 

guidance from the teacher as 

needed 

Teacher is the 

‘guide on the side’



What would be a flipped version of this part of 

the workshop?



Is the flipped classroom an entirely new 

idea?

Not necessarily…

Prepare at home; give a 

presentation in class

Read at home; discuss in 

class



Have you ever used a flipped 

classroom approach?



Encouraging Autonomous Learning

How can autonomous learning work in 

practice?

1) Previewing classroom materials

2) Studying and practising from the book

3) Online resources: learner management 

systems



Interactive online 

practice

Classroom 

materials:
Coursebook

Audio/Video

Homework 

materials:
Workbook

OR… Extra Online Homework

Extra Online Homework













Why is autonomous study a good thing?

Students choose 

when and in what 

order they perform 

tasks

There are fewer 

time pressures 

than in the 

classroom

Students can work 

at their own pace

Students can 

address their own 

needs more 

effectively 

They can revisit 

material as often as 

they like  



Students might not be able to 

access the online resources.

Students might not do their 

homework and so won’t be able 

to participate in social 

classroom activities.

Students might think the teacher 

is being lazy.

It won’t catch on.

If they can access Facebook, they 

can access online study materials.

More chance with flipped model 

that they WILL do their homework. 

Homework has a more clearly 

defined role in the syllabus.

Rationalise clearly the thinking 

behind the flipped classroom. 

Discuss it with students and 

parents .

Neither did ABBA or the Internet at 

first. Everything starts small!

The flipped classroom – potential problems 

(and suggested solutions)



Traditional

Learner dependency

Synchronous

Knowledge based

Authoritarian model

Deductive

One size fits all

The flipped classroom

A significant contribution to an inclusive 

classroom

Flipped

Learner autonomy

Asynchronous

Performance based

Facilitator model

Inductive

Differentiated



Vary the sensory 

output



In my lifetime…

1. I’ve visited 67 countries.

2. I’ve never eaten a whole banana.

3. I’ve met the singer and actress Cher.

4. I’ve had my own show on Polish local radio.

5. I’ve owned a Rolls Royce car.

4 True; 1 False



Objects in a 

room

Furniture, 

belongings and 

prepositions of 

place



Challenges…

Can you:

• Rotate your arms in different directions at the same 

time?

• Pat your head and rub your stomach?

• Fly a plane?
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5 Steps towards an inclusive classroom:

Vary the sensory input.

Vary the interaction – encourage collaboration 

and peer support.

Vary the task responses – open and closed.

Flip the classroom.

Vary the sensory output.

Experiment and have fun!



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rg4k5eUl3lo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rg4k5eUl3lo
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